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(ABSTRACT) 

Capacity planning is an area in which engineers can affect business 

performance. The size of the expansions and the timing in which they take 

place are the most important variables in capacity planning. The Economic 

Investment Time (EIT) Model is a tool that enables planners to accurately 

determine the investment time in which profits resulting from the proposed 

expansion can be maximized. This thesis presents the results yielded by the 

EIT. Validation is performed using the utilization results yielded by the Newsboy 

Model. This paper explains the methodology used and the conclusions that can 

be drawn.
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1.0 Introduction 

Ever since H.L. Gantt published "Productive Capacity a Measure of Value of an 

Industrial Property" in 1916, businesses have consistently met the challenge of 

accurately describing the value of what they manufacture, and ultimately, the 

value of their productive capacity. 

Profits are the ultimate reason why a company engages in productive activities. 

Profitability is a function of the following characteristics: 

Profitability = f (market price, product cost) 

The market price is determined by the supply and demand forces. It is further 

affected by the characteristics of the market itself. As a supplier of goods, a firm 

normally affects profitability by controlling the cost of the product(s) it produces. 

Product cost is a function of the following characteristics: 

Product cost = f(cost of resources utilized, overhead) 

where, 

Overhead = f(administrative charges, miscellaneous charges) 

The challenge of accurately describing the costs of a product can be addressed 

using activity based costing. The allocation of overhead becomes more



accurate, and hence, the profitability of a product can be more accurately 

determined, aiding management in better decision making. 

The cost of idle capacity is not directly built into the product cost. Idle capacity 

is a wasted resource. In most manufacturing environments, idleness has a cost 

related to it. Industrial capacity in any form is acquired through the purchase of 

productive assets (such as drills, lathes, presses, etc.). Although the value 

adding process for a product might not make use of any of these resources, a 

firm is paying for this capacity in many ways: interest payments, maintenance 

costs, floor space costs, etc. Hence, detecting and eliminating idle capacity is 

one way to increase profitapility. 

Figure 1 shows one possible relationship between capacity and demand. 

Capacity is usually installed in "lumps", thereby creating a period of time x in 

which the installed capacity is not completely used. It follows that as demand 

reaches installed capacity, an expansion takes place, and installed capacity will 

again exceed the demand at that point in time. The direct consequence is that 

some resources will be wasted in maintaining this idle capacity. There is a cost 

associated with this waste, and ultimately this has an impact on the value of the 

firm.
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Figure 1: Growth of Demand and Capacity Over Time 

Problem Statement 

The problem under investigation in this thesis is that of finding an appropriate 

measurement of idle capacity such that an optimal relationship between plant 

capacity, utilization, and future capital investment decisions can be established. 

Definitions 

The following is a list of generally accepted accounting definitions (Source: 

Horngren and Harrison, 1994) 

Product: The specific unit of output that results from a firm's value 

adding process. 

Capacity: The rate of output that can be achieved from a process. 

Utilization: The amount of output of a production facility relative to its 

designed capacity.



Value added: 

Cost accounting: 

Product cost: 

Product price: 

Capital investment: 

Cost of Capital: 

Profit: 

Net Income 

Contribution: 

The aggregate benefits received by a consumer from the 

manufacture of a product. It accounts largely in the market's 

attribution of prices. 

A branch of accounting where ultimate concern is to 

accurately represent the costs incurred by the value adding 

process. 

The summation of all the costs incurred over the value 

adding process. 

The agreed market exchange rate at which a certain product 

can be transferred between suppliers and consumers. 

An investment in long-term assets that will increase a firm’s 

capacity in return of a pre-determined benefit (increased 

quality, larger sales volume, etc.) 

Expected return that is forgone by investing in a project 

rather than in comparable financial securities. 

Amount of cash available after the cost of goods sold is 

subtracted from the total sales revenue. 

The resulting cash available after all costs, expenses and 

depreciation (amortization) are subtracted from the 

revenues. 

A measure of efficiency. It measures the percentage (or 

amount) of the sale price that is available for profits after 

variable are accounted for.



2.0 Literature Review 

Researching capacity expansion can be divided into five main areas. First, the 

different types of capacity are defined. Second, the capacity expansion models 

are reviewed. Third, a discussion of excess capacity and its relationship to 

capacity expansion follows. Fourth, key issues in planning for idle time are 

discussed. Finally, the different models reviewed and their limitations with 

respect to the nature of the investment decision are discussed. 

2.1 Definitions of Capacity 

In order to understand the concept of capacity, a definition for it must be given. 

There are four generally accepted definitions of capacity (Edwards, 1990): 

|. Theoretical (ideal or maximum) capacity is the volume of utilization that 

would be attained if the plant were in continuous operation at peak efficiency 

at all times. 

li. Practical capacity is the volume of utilization that would be attained if sales 

demand allowed the facilities to operate continuously at some attainable level 

of efficiency (usually measured by Industrial Engineers). 

Ill. Normal capacity is the anticipated average annual volume of utilization 

needed to meet ordinary and usua! sales demands over a period of years so 

that cyclical fluctuations in sales volume are averaged. 

lV. Annual forecast capacity is the expected actual volume of utilization required 

to meet the sales demand anticipated for a single year.



2.2 Capacity Models 

Often, capacity planning involves the solving of capacity expansion and timing 

problems. The capacity expansion problem consists in accurately determining 

the optimum size of the capacity expansion. The timing problem consists of 

finding the optimum time at which the proposed capacity expansion maximizes 

either expected revenue or minimizes idle capacity. Therefore, the following is a 

review of some models available to solve these problems. The models 

presented have different data requirements and work on different assumptions, 

and they are appropriate for different uses by firms of different sizes. 

2.2.1 The Manne model 

The classic model of capacity expansion with investment economies of scale is 

the Manne model (1967). This modei considers the investment decision of a 

single firm where demand is deterministic and grows at a constant linear rate. 

All demand must be serviced, and all new capacity takes the form of new plants. 

This model assumes that firms are operating at optimal levels of capacity and 

efficiency. Assuming that plant cost, C, is an exponential function of plant size x 

(C = x8: a<1, e.g. x in MW or output per year) the optimal policy is to allow a 

constant cycle time (7) between investment dates (Lieberman, 1989). This cycle 

time, 7, can be calculated using the following formula:



where a is the scale economy parameter and r is the annual interest rate. Using 

an approximation by Freidenfels (1981), 

T= (2/r)-(1/a-) 

The cycle time (7) is independent of the demand growth rate (g). Hence, 

assuming linear growth at rate g, the optimal plant size is g7. For example, if 

demand grows at a constant rate (g) of 5 units/day, and the cycle time between 

investment dates (7) is found to be around 700 days, then it follows that the 

optimal plant size must allow the production of 3,500 units. 

The Manne model assumes lumpiness of investment, which results in short run 

fluctuations of capacity. At the beginning of an investment cycle the capacity is 

overstated and hence the capacity cannot be fully utilized by the growing 

demand. At the end of the investment cycle, the demand rate is rapidly 

approaching capacity and costs can substantially increase as capacity is 

stretched to its limits. The basic Manne model has been extended to include 

stochastic demand modeling, transportation costs, and additional costs and 

demand factors. 

2.2.2 The Whitt-Luss mede! 

The Whitt-Luss model uses a formula for capacity utilization when demand 

growth follows geometric Brownian motion with drift «and variance o” :



D(t) = D(0)-e8' 780 

Brownian motion consists of an independent variable in the time domain. It was 

developed to explain particle motion. If we consider one particle, we see that at 

any moment of time f, two events can take place (hit or no-hit), and they are both 

completely independent. The probability that the particle will be hit by another 

particle is equal to the probability that it will not be hit at all. We define an 

independent variable M that takes on the following values: +1 if there is a 

collision, and -1 if there is no collision. The cumulative results over a period of 

time define a Brownian motion process for a particle. 

This model assumes that the firm will always build new capacity to a constant 

multiple y of current demand (Lieberman, 1989). Hence, capacity utilization has 

a stationary distribution with expected value: 

A (¥-4) 
OFT) y-log7 

where y is the expansion multiple and A=2p/02. 

The behavior of this model is very similar to the behavior found in the Manne 

model. In this model, utilization increases with the demand growth rate 

(Lieberman, 1989).



2.2.3 The Newsboy modei 

The Newsboy model of capacity expansion enables a firm to compute optimum 

capacity for small expansions. It assumes stochastic demand and economic 

effectiveness of the incremental investment in capacity. The firm chooses the 

capacity level K that maximizes expected profits, given some known probability 

distribution of demand. Since there are no economies of scale in investment or 

operating costs, unit operating costs are assumed to be constant up to capacity 

level K. A firm makes a profit of z-c per unit at full capacity utilization, given a 

unit cost of c and a contribution zon each unit sold (Lieberman, 1989). 

Since the firm's problem is to set an optimal level for capacity, the model 

assumes that maximizing expecied profits is equivalent to minimizing expected 

costs, including the foregone contribution as a cost to the firm. Given an actual 

demand level of Q, if it proves to be less than the chosen capacity level K, the 

firm incurs excess capacity cost of c(Q-K). If Q proves to be greater than K, the 

firm suffers an opportunity loss of (z-c)(Q-K). This relation can be integrated to 

produce the expected total cost C/K): 

C(K)= Jock - O)f (Q)dQ+ Jax — eK - Q)F(Q)d(Q) 

C(K) can be demonstrated to be a convex function. Hence, solving for the cost- 

minimizing capacity level: 
O= dC(K) 

dK



Lieberman (1989) conclusively demonstrates that the above derivative yields the 

following result: 

| @ao=cKy=£ 

A firm should set its capacity level at point where it can expect to operate at full 

capacity with probability c/x. If f(Q) follows a normal distribution with parameters 

jzand o“, a similar calculation yields the expected capacity utilization: 

K- 

AU EEG)   
where, 

Dr)= Jo —1)f (x)de 

Given an optimal K', expected utilization is an increasing function of c/x and a 

decreasing function of o/u. For capital intensive products with large c/z ratios, 

the firm holds capacity below expected demand, and utilization is close to unity. 

2.2.4 Economic investment time model! 

Another approach to capacity expansion is to determine the investment time for 

a given facility that leads to the maximum expected profit associated with its 

installation. The problem cof determining the investment time that maximizes 

expected profit can be stated (Higle and Corrado, 1992) as: 

Max ELP()]=-KE[e?}-— { p(sya(Ele*) -— | p@)d Ble") 
z € [0,2] 

10



Notice that {7(z), z = 0} represents the first passage time process associated 

with {D(t), f > 0}, where D(t) represents an stochastic demand process related to 

the demand for capacity. Also, 

NI
 

is the number of productive units provided by the new facility, 

r is the annual interest rate, 

p(x) is the continuous increasing function representing net annual 

income when x units are produced after costs and income are 

considered, and 

K is the cost of installation, independent of the time. 

Higle and Corrado (1992) have concluded that the problem of sizing the required 

facility is as important as determining the time at which the investment should be 

made. The main assumption for this conclusion is that the investment in the 

expansion of productive capacity will yield an increase in the firm's revenues. 

Investment in capacity will always be justifiable if and only if: 

p(Z)2 rK 

It follows that so long as the expansion is economically justified, the optimal 

investment time is determined by z* (the profit maximizing expansion size), such 

that 7(z*) represents the optimal installation time. Higle and Corrado (1992) 

concluded that z* depends solely on the income function p(x), the cost of the 

proposed facility K, and the interest rate r. This model assumes that capacity is 

exhausted at time zero. Higle and Corrado (1992) insist that this rule is not 

11



affected by the stochastic nature of the demand process, and thus can be 

considered robust. 

2.2.5 Scenario based model 

This model presents a linear programming model in which the solution (the 

capacity expansion option) maximizes the expected discounted future cash flows 

(the complete model is described by Eppen et al.-1989). In many situations 

maximization of expected profits is not the only objective, and risk minimization 

must also be included in the decision making process. Eppen et al.(1989) cite 

Markowitz's (1959) portfolio model !n this model, the goal is to maximize one 

criterion (expected prcfit) while a risk measure (the second criterion) is 

accounted for, and a constraint limiting the magnitude of this measure is 

appended to the model. In order to measure risk, the authors suggested using a 

reasonable level of risk in order to discount the expected cash flows. Since 

multiple scenarios (or states of nature) are considered before making a decision, 

the risk factor is also modeled for more accurate results. The model is first 

solved without the risk constraint. Then, successive solutions are generated by 

tightening the risk constraint. For example, in the case of General Motors, the 

authors agreed that an apprcpriate objective for the capacity planning problem 

was to maximize the expected value of the discounted cash flows subject to 

concerns about a reasonable risk level, where the risk resulting from uncertainty 

in demand was handled by increasing the discount rate above the nominal rate 

of return. 

12



In some cases, it is useful to look at the downside risk. The downside risk is 

defined as the risk associated with a decision as measured by the failure to meet 

the target profit or target cost. 

In the case of product pricing with a target profit, the consumers are imposed a 

price by the producers. This only happen is the market is supply dominated. 

Using target costs for pricing a product has the advantage of considering the 

market as a competitive place by taking the best price offered by a competitor, 

and considering the failure to meet a target cost as the probability of going out of 

business. This approach has been extensively used by Japanese firms as they 

competed with other producers for market share based on price strategy. 

Selling price determined by target costing has the advantage of designing and 

building cost savings into the product in the design and planning stages. Using 

both target cost and target profit strategies in a continuous process results in 

lower cost products with acceptable profit margins for the producer (Sullivan, 

1994). 

The model can be solved unconstrained first, and then successively by 

tightening the downside risk constraints. This method has the advantage of 

looking at the decision to invest from the outsider’s "what-if" point of view. As 

the downside risk increases, so will the expected revenues. Hence, any 

expansion opportunity considered too risky should be dropped altogether. 

This model has been used extensively by General Motors as reported by Eppen 

et al. (1989). This is the only capacity model that includes recommendations for 

13



decreases in capacity. This can be done because the implementation looks at 

potential cash-flows in the planning horizon. Notice that demand forecasts are 

required inputs of the model, and hence any down-sizing in capacity should be 

analyzed very carefully since the model is responsive to changes in the 

forecasts. 

2.3 Excess Capacity 

Excess capacity has an important impact on a firm. It consumes the scarce 

resources of a firm without actually contributing any revenue to the firm’s 

operations. An idle resource has many costs associated with it, such as 

maintenance costs, capital costs (finance charges against the asset), and most 

importantly the opportunity cost of considering an alternate investment. Figure 2 

shows the relationship between excess capacity and time. Excess capacity is 

cyclical in nature, and we say tnat it is "consumed" as demand grows. Then, as 

demand grows and a firm starts to run out of excess capacity (i.e. production is 

at almost 100% capacity), a capacity expansion of x units takes place. 

14
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Figure 2: Evolution of Excess Capacity Over Time 

Excess capacity, and its consequence on the finances of a company was very 

early a concern among engineers. By 1916, H.L. Gantt (1916) was already 

using "Idleness-Expense Charts". Gantt went further, into analyzing operating 

plants as well as construction of industrial plants and stated that “in all 

construction (i.e. value adding processes) it should be possible to separate 

those expenses which contributed to the desired result from those which did not 

so contribute”. Gantt, identified the following factors as "important in 

determining the value of an industrial property: The cost of the product, the 

capacity of the plant, the portion of the plant operated, and the expense of 

maintenance of the idle portion". Later, it was stated that the "cost of idle plant 

or equipment is a most important one to the manufacturing community" (Conrad, 

1924). Investing capital in projects that would detect and eliminate idleness was 

then justified since the net present value of this projects over their duration 

proved to be positive. 

15



Although aware of the problem, Gantt and Conrad were unable to model and 

solve it. Accurate forecasts for expected product demand were not easily 

attainable, and the problem had not been given enough importance by 

managers, although minor attempts were already being made. Hence, any 

attempt on their part to reduce excess capacity was generally dismissed. 

Nowadays, excess capacity is as difficult to deal with as it was back in Gantt's 

time. Even after experience nas proven the contrary, plant managers insist that 

expensive equipment (assets) be utilized around the clock (even when there is 

no real product demand), and tnat efficiencies be kept high. The consequences 

of this policy are often disasirous and are ever so familiar to us. Three 

consequences can be observed from "100% utilization" policies in stable 

markets: 

1. Finished goods inventory builds up, as the production rate is greater than the 

market's demand rate. 

2. Net cash flow becomes negative. This is a direct consequence of the 

spending in raw materials and labor being greater than the revenue produced 

by sales. 

3. Equipment is unnecessarily depreciated (worn down), since its output is non- 

contributing to the profits of the firm. 

In the context of capacity planning we must therefore admit that all the capacity 

models previously presented are not perfect. They assume that additional 

capacity can be added when needed such that future demand can be satisfied. 

16



As it is now obvious, this assumption involves a high risk to most firms. Hence, 

the next part of this paper is concerned with the tools that are available to 

minimize the capacity investment risk. 

2.4 Planned idleness 

The concept of planned idleness is not new. The Japanese were aware of its 

benefits already in the late 1960's. As JIT and KANBAN philosophies developed 

and the focus shifted towards reducing inventory and tying production rates to 

demand rates, the obvious evolution was towards planning for idleness. The 

concept involves accepting three premises: 

1. Work need only be done when any demand (external or internal) will be 

satisfied. The employee is trusted such that his/her idle time will be used 

productively (e.g. either cleaning up or helping at other work centers). 

2. Performance should be judged on the contribution of the work effort rather 

than on the volume of the work itself. Essentially, the contribution of a work 

effort on any completed job order that ends up as inventory is zero. 

3. Planning for idle time requires better scheduling techniques. 

The above premises imply that employees are responsible for the quality of their 

work and the management of their time (an uncommon practice in the western 

world). Additionally, management will commit itself to develop new performance 

measures ana better scheduling techniques. 

17



The literature has very little on p!anning for idle time. Goldratt (1984) claims that 

OPT (Optimized Production Technology) can be an extremely effective tool for 

planned idleness under proper scheduling and inventory techniques. OPT does 

account for planned idleness, and adjusts work rate according to demand 

fluctuations. The basic concept is based on the assumption that the production 

rate should never be larger that the demand rate. In the case of many firms 

competing in the same market, the demand rate for a product would be many 

times bigger than a company's best attainable production rate. Hence, in times 

of product high-demand, the firm works at a !evel approximating its capacity. At 

times when demand is low, OPT demands that a product line only work enough 

to supply the available demand, and hence, idleness can be planned ahead, and 

scheduling less hours of operation per week is permitted. Cost accounting in 

OPT operations is essential to the approach. Costs and overhead are allocated 

to products using activity-based costing (see Shank and Govindarajan - Ch. 4). 

The main assumption is that so long as the product has not been sold, it is not 

contributing towards making a profit. So, given that a firm is in business to be 

profitable, it must only produce what it can sell. Any additional production will 

only create more expenses. 

Fry and Blackstone (1988) also offer some insight into planning for idle time. 

They state that Western manufacturing techniques have long pressed for zero 

idle time because historically, almost 50% of total costs were derived from direct 

labor. Hence, an idle worker was an unnecessary expense to a firm. Likewise, 

since materials constituted less than 50% of the total cost, it was rather 

inexpensive to maintain high WIP inventories. But this has all changed today. 

18



As costs of materials are mounting up to 75% of total product costs and direct 

labor costs are decreasing to levels below 10% of total product costs, the focus 

has changed from zero idle time to zero inventory. With this change also comes 

the acceptance of some unavoidable idle time at some work stations. The direct 

consequence of this assumption is that better scheduling procedures are 

needed because the problem becomes more complex. Hence, Fry and 

Blackstone (1988) proposed a mathematical programming formulation for 

scheduling with planned idle time. 

2.4.1 A mathematical programming formulation for scheduling with 

planned idle time 

The assumption of this model is that there are costs associated with finishing a 

job early (e.g. inventory holding costs) as much as there are costs associated 

with finishing a job late (e.g. expediting costs). For a single machine, 

considering N jobs to be scheduled, the mcdel takes the following form: 

N N 

Min Z= a, 2%) +B wm Late 
1= i= 

Subject to: 
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where: 

Xj(i) is 1 if job i in pesition j (0 otherwise), 

e(i) is defined as the earliness of job | [max(d(j) - Fi) me)) 

t(j) is defined as the tardiness of job i [max(f(j) - qii) , O)], 

Q/j) is the earliness cost per time unit for the job in position i, 

Bri) is the lateness cost per time unit for the job in position i, 

P(i) is the processing time for the job in ith position, 

qi) is the operation due date for the job in the :th position, 

rj) is the start date for the job in the ith position, 

fj) is the completion time of the job in the ith position defined as r/j) + p/j) 

Fry and Blackstone (1988) concluded that the algorithm produced solutions that 

were feasible. They also proved that for N larger than 10 jobs, the 

computational time increased exponentially. Hence the authors recognized the 

need for more research into heuristics that might yield near-optimal solutions. 

However, the major contribution of this model was to demonstrate that planned- 

20



idleness could be modeled effectively for reducing costs, and that excess 

capacity should rarely be used to produce unnecessary WIP inventory. 

2.5 Discussion 

From a theoretical perspective, the models reviewed thus far differ widely over 

their set of assumptions and their results. They also differ in their objectives. In 

order to establish the effectiveness of these models, the reported results must 

be put in perspective. 

Lieberman (1989) holds that the empirical results (of capacity expansion) are 

consistent with most predictions derived from the Newsboy and Whitt-Luss 

models. Industrial capacity utilization is pesitively related to capital intensity as 

predicted by the Newsboy model, and to the rate of market growth as predicted 

by the Whitt-Luss model. Likewise utilization was negatively influenced by 

demand variability, as predicted by both models. 

The empirical findings are not consistent with the predictions from the Manne 

model. This failure can be traced to one of the Manne model's basic 

assumptions: firms are operating such that profits are maximized. This 

assumption is not necessarily valid for all firms. Also, the Manne model 

assumes that investment scale economies are available over a wide range of 

plant sizes. This is not true, and generally the maximum feasible plant scale is 

constrained below the optimal scale dictated by the Manne model. 
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Conclusively, Lieberman (1989) demonstrates that firms make capacity 

expansion decisions consistent with these models. Hence, the models have 

been validated empirically, and any firm considering capacity decisions should 

be able to utilize them for its own benefit. 

On the other hand, Fry and Blackstone (1988) have only proposed their planned 

idjeness mathematical model (there was no evidence of any implementation ever 

attempted). Further review indicates that there have been no other serious 

attempts at dealing with scheduling for planned idleness either. However, the 

model seems strong (since it is based on linear programming), and perhaps 

some empirical data will eventually validate their findings. Nonetheless, neither 

the capacity expansion models or the modeling of planned idleness provide an 

insight into the profitability of the firm with respect to capacity investments. 

Another approach to the capacity planning problem consists of combining both 

the planned idleness model and any capacity expansion model into a single 

cost-benefit model. Scenario based models are suited for this approach (Eppen 

et al., 1989). This involves taking one of the capacity expansion models, and 

limiting the capacity range with several constraints that involve the different 

costs of idleness (as defined in the constraints of the planned idleness model). 

The objective of such a model would be to find the ideal capacity expansion size 

that maximizes profits and minimizes the investment in excess capacity over a 

long period of time (taking the costs associated with idleness as a guide), hence 

minimizing the risk involved with a large capital investment. 
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Minimizing excess capacity is not always a concern in business. This is true in 

certain industries, where excess capacity is used as a deterrent to entry into the 

market. Lieberman (1987) concluded that excess capacity in certain chemical 

industries over a long period of time tended to act as a barrier for the entry of 

new competitors. In this case, excess capacity is regarded as a safeguard 

against price fluctuations. The main idea behind this theory is that given 

different levels of capacity utilization, prices will not hold constant (direct 

consequence of the variable costs acting against the fixed costs). Therefore a 

firm may wish to keep a level of excess capacity as a means of manipulating 

market prices. tnterestingly, this behavior has been well observed in situations 

involving oligopolies. Furthermore, empirical data suggests that this is the case 

in markets with slow growth and low voiatility. However, firms also employ 

excess capacity as a means cf accemmodating demand variability and 

investment lumpiness. 
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3.0 Methodology 

The literature previously reviewed suggests a variety of approaches towards the 

capacity planning problem. Some authors endorse demand-rate oriented 

models, while others tend to choose economic and situation-based analysis. 

Yet, both approaches lean towards trying to assess the impact of capital 

investment in capacity on a firm's viability as a business. 

An interesting perspective is offered by Higle and Corrado (1992) in their 

Economic Investment Time Mode!. This model has two inherent advantages. 

First, it automatically assumes that decisions will be based on the profitability of 

the proposed expansions. Second, it deals directly with the timing of investment 

decisions with respect to the discounted value of the investment cost. The 

authors only proposed the theory, and no examples are made. Hence, it would 

be interesting to validate their theory, matching their results against any other 

known models. 

The choice of another model is restrictive. The Newsboy model also deals with 

maximizing expected profits, as it considers both the current demand and the 

chosen level of capacity, and then fooks at the utilization rates. Since the 

objective is to find a relationship that minimizes idle capacity while maximizing 

expected profits, Higle and Corrado’s model could be validated against the 

Newsboy mode! and this would provide a base from which additional realistic 

types of constraints could be tested. 
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The most effective way to deal with the problem (defined on page 4) would 

involve the use of actual data in order to compare the Newsboy model results 

with those of the EIT modei. This would serve the purpose of validating the 

results obtained from both models. Data from a company that has made 

Capacity expansion decisions in the past would also be useful in comparing the 

decisions that the models suggest to the actual decisions made by the company. 

In short, the work to be done in order to solve the problem can be decomposed 

into three stages: 

Stage 1: Data acquisition. All data used will come _ from 

ELECTROLIMA S.A., a power utility located in Lima, Peru. 

Stage 2: Application of the Newsboy Model and the Economic 

Investment Time Model to the data. A spreadsheet program will be 

used io manipulate the required data, and MathCad will be used to 

build both models. 

Stage 3: Analysis of the results. 

This thesis has the potential of making a major contribution in the field of 

capacity planning. The results obtained will objectively insight as to whether the 

Economic Investment Time Model is a valid alternative for expansion decisions, 

and whether its results are comparable to those given by the already proven 

Newsboy Model. 
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This thesis is also interested in testing iterative methods in solving capacity 

planning problems. This concept is based on the assumption that iterating the 

results from both models can provide better combined results than either model 

taken separately. The EIT model results (optimum investment time) can be 

analyzed in the Newsboy model (given the prescribed capacity level) and this 

loop can be iterated until the results offer an acceptable compromise between 

investment time and capacity expansion size. 

3.1 Major Assumptions 

Each of the following sections deals with specific details affecting the 

development of both the EIT model and the Newsboy model. All the 

assumptions made during the development of both models are explicitly stated 

for convenience. However, there is a more important set of underlying 

assumptions that apply to the capacity planning problem in general. These are: 

1. All new additions to existing capacity take the form of new installations. 

2. A capacity expansion is only justified when the revenues resulting from the 

additional capacity exceed its costs. 

3. At time zero, installed capacity is exhausted. 

4. Any capacity expansion is considered so long as its contribution to profits 

exceed the profit expectations of other projects. 

5. Sustained or increasing utilization rates are desirable to any firm. 
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4.0 Construction of the EIT Model 

In order to use the Economic Investment Time (EIT) Model, data were acquired. 

For the purpose of this thesis, data was made available by Electrolima S.A., a 

electric power utility company located in Lima, Peru. 

The EIT model requires data on demand, costs, and profit margins. As 

previously stated on page 10, the model is based on the solution of: 

Max E[P(z)] = —KE[e"?]- “| p(s)d(E[e7 J) -- J p(z)d(Ele"™)) 
z € [0,z] 

The following notation applies to the construction of the EIT model: 

NI
 

is the number of productive units provided by the new facility, 

r is the annual interest rate, 

p(x) is the continuous increasing function representing net income 

when x units are produced. p(z) represents the net income 

associated with adding z units of capacity, 

K is the cost of installation, independent of the time, 

D(t)} is the demand for capacity, 

T(z) is the first passage time process associated with the demand for 

capacity D(t), and 

P(z) is the incremental profit attributable to an expansion z units at 7(z). 
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This model is also based on the assumption of stochastic demand and a concept 

called “demand for capacity”. Notice that {7(z), z > O} represents the first 

passage time process associated with {D(t), t = 0}, where D(t) represents an 

stochastic demand process related to the demand for capacity. According to 

Higle and Corrado (1992), the solution can then be stated as “install proposed 

capacity the first time the process reaches z™ (the proposed expansion size, and 

T(z*) represents the optimal installation time). 

The authors of this model note that demand forecasts are usually obtained by 

seeking a linear trend within a transformation of historical data. They suggest 

that an appropriate stochastic model could be obtained via the inverted 

transformation of a Brownian Motion Process. Electrolima’s demand data and 

the corresponding forecasts follow a linear trend, therefore a transformation as 

described by the authors is possible. The following sections deal with the 

assumptions and construction of each of the above parameters. 

4.1 The Stochastic Demand Process 

To describe accurately a demand process, historical data must be analyzed. 

Figure 3 shows the evolution cf demand and capacity in Lima, Peru over the last 

ten years. Table A1 in Appendix A lists the data supplied by the company. 
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ELECTROLIMA S.A.: Capacity vs. Demand 
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Figure 3: Evolution of Demand and Capacity 1984-1993 

Source: Electrolima S.A. (1994) 

Generally, electric power utilities keep excess capacity. This enables them to 

provide uninterrupted service as maximum demand peaks. Installed capacity is 

the amount of capacity that the company owns. Guaranteed capacity is the 

amount of capacity that the company is able to provide at any moment, and this 

is generally based on historical failure rates and maintenance records. 

A few explanations concerning power utilities are necessary in order to 

understand the rationale regarding capacity expansions and consumer demand. 

First, electric power utilities use two different measures of performance to bill 

their consumers: power and energy. 
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Power is a measure of instantaneous use of energy. In physical terms it can be 

defined as: 

Energy 

At 
  Power = 

The unit of measure for power is the watt, which is equivalent to one Newton- 

meter per second. Energy is the accumulated use of power over a period of 

time. In physical terms, energy is measured in watt-hours; one watt-second is 

equivalent to one Newton-meter. 

Electric power utilities charge their customers for the energy used. The rates 

are based on the power ccrsumption curve, which is a diagram of the power 

load at different times of the day. At any point in time, ari electric power utility 

must be able to cope with the maximum power demand on their grid. Hence, 

expansion decisions are based on the ability of the utility to provide 

uninterrupted and stable service to all of its consumers at any given point in 

time. 

Power grid management is extremely important to the operation of any power 

utility. For example, if everybody at Virginia Tech was to turn on a computer at 

the exact same instant, the consequences for the power grid could be 

disastrous. The surge in demand would probably cause a blackout in the area 

and widespread damage to many sub-stations, and even any generators on-line 

as these tried to equalize the voltage on the lines by producing more energy. To 
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avoid this possibility, electric utilities always have guaranteed installed capacity 

which exceeds maximum demand. Figure 3 shows this important relationship. 

In general, electric power utilities estimate their guaranteed capacity as a 

fraction of their installed capacity based on their historical maintenance records 

and failure rates of their equipment. Already in the early 1990's, Electrolima 

executives (La Madrid, 1994) considered that the spread between their 

maximum demand and their guaranteed capacity was insufficient, and hence 

that capacity was exhausted. 

The forecasts of maximum demand in the area serviced by Electrolima until the 

year 2000 were made using a linear regression model on the historical data 

made available from Electrolima. Figure 4 shows the combined historic and 

forecasted maximum demand. 
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Figure 4: Historical and Forecasted Maximum Demands 

Source: Ministerio de Energia y Minas (1994) 
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Now we analyze the demand process. We consider a Brownian Motion Process 

{d(t), f 20} in which the value of d(t) at any given time ft either increases by one if 

maximum demand increases over the same period or decreases by one if 

maximum demand decreases over the same period. The next step in this 

methodology is to let D(t) = ffd(t)} , where f(x) is a non-negative and 

monotonically increasing transformation. The transformation can have the 

following forms: 

F(x) = Dy (08% = 1) wee (1) exponential 

Or, 

T(x) = Dy Ae) wee (2) capacitated 

Where a > 0 is estimated and D, > 0. Table 1 lists the results from the 

application of the Brownian Motion process logic to the historical maximum 

demand data and its linear forecasts. 
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Table 1: Brownian Motion (d(t)) as applied to the Maximum Demand Data 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Year Maximum Maximum Movement d(t) 
Demand Demand 

Observed Forecasted 

1984 839 - 

1985 865 - 1 1 

1986 950 - 1 2 

1987 1010 - 1 3 

1988 1039 - 1 4 

1989 997 - -1 3 

1990 967 - -1 2 

1991 1048 - 1 3 

1992 1046 - -1 2 

1993 1121 - 1 3 

1994 1170 - 1 4 

1995 - 1167 -1 3 

1996 - 1187 1 4 

1997 - 1202 1 5 

1998 - 1226 1 6 

1999 - 1257 1 7 

2000 - 1296 1 8       
After d(t) is solved, the next step is to apply it such that D(t)=f[d(t)] . From the 

above definitions of f(x), a (different in both cases), Dy and D,, are required to 

solve for D(f). At time zero, Dg is known since we assume that capacity is 

exhausted at time zero. In the case of Electrolima S.A., it is estimated that 

capacity was behind maximum demand by as much as 30 MW by the end of 

1993 (Silvestri, 1994). Likewise, D,, can be assumed to be some big number like 

200,000 MW. With regard io beth alphas, the authors of the EIT model do not 

specify a methcdology for assessing their values. Ait this point, the EIT model 

was implemented using educated guesses for both alphas that seemed to 

provide a reasonable demand for capacity growth rate. Since we assumed that 

demand for capacity was 30 MW at the end of 1993, then alpha values that 
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yielded such demand for capacity results for 1993 were used. Table 2 lists the 

results for D(t) yielded by the above transformations ((1) and (2)). 

Table 2: Demand for Capacity using two different transformations 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Year Transformation (1) Transformation (2) 

a = 0.20 a = 0.00005 
Dp = 40 DD, = 200,000 

1984 0.00 0.00 
1985 8.86 10.00 
1986 19.67 20.00 
1987 32.88 30.00 
1988 49.02 40.00 
1989 32.88 30.00 
1990 19.67 20.00 
1991 32.88 30.00 
1992 19.67 40.00 

1993 32.88 30.00 
1994 49.02 40.00 
1995 32.88 30.00 
1996 49.02 40.00 

1997 68.73 50.00 
1998 92.80 60.00 
1999 122.21 70.00 
2000 158.12 80.00 
  

D(t) is the demand for capacity in period ¢ given the maximum demand for that 

same period. This transformation, although simple, describes the stochastic 

demand process, and allows comparison between installed (guaranteed 

capacity) and the forecasted demand for that capacity. Essentially, the numbers 

in Table 2 describe the unsatisfied maximum demand existent in each time 

period. This unsatisfied demand is what can be called the “demand for 

capacity”. If capacity expansions never took place again, then the numbers on 
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Table 2 describe the increasing demand for additional capacity as the market 

grows. We assume that the values for alpha are accurate because the model 

confirms the fact that by the end of 1993 capacity was falling short by about 30 

MW in the area serviced by Electrolima S.A. Further evidence of the exhausted 

demand, and the existent demand for capacity can be found on the Plan 

Referencial de Electricidad (1994). 

4.2. Construction of p(x} 

The continuous increasing functiecn recresenting net Income when x units (MWh 

of energy) are produced, p(x), can be constructed by using different methods. 

For the EIT model, p(x) is the net income resulting from the operation of a unit of 

capacity (MV) over a period of time. The approach taken for this thesis 

consisted in looking at the different consumer segmenis, and netting their 

average price rates per KWh of energy used after production costs per KWh are 

subtracted. All prices and costs were given in US$, but in several cases 

Peruvian currency was converted into US$ dollars by applying the appropriate 

exchange rate. Figure 5 shows this price evolution for the different market 

segments and their average. Table A2 in Appendix A lists the data used in 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Evolution cf Price per KWh by Type of Consumer 
Source: Electrolima S.A. (1994) 

Because net income is obtained after netting selling price and production cost, 

the cost per KWh was obtained from two different sources. The first source was 

the “Memoria 1986-1989” published by the Comision de Tarifas Electricas 

(Electric Tariff Commission) in which price/cost relationships are quoted in Table 

6.5 (page 40). The second source was the operating expense information 

contained on the Statement of Cash Flows from the financial statements of 

Electrolima for the period 1989-1993 and 1984-1985. Because all financial 

statements are quoted in Peruvian currency, the appropriate yearly average 

exchange rate conversions were used to develop prices in US$ dollars. 

Together with the known amount of energy produced in each year, the cost per 

KWh was determined. Figure 6 shows the price-cost relationships, and Table 

A3 in Appendix A lists the exact figures. 
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Figure 6: Historical Average Price and Average Cost Relationships 
Source: Electrolima, Comision de Tarifas Electricas (1984-1994) 

Figure 6 also depicts the Average Profit (or contribution) in US$ cents per KWh, 

and several conclusions can be drawn from it. First, it can be observed that in 

the 1986-1990 period there was a pricing distortion that increased the average 

cost well above the average price. Second, it is also obvious that to project the 

average contribution per KWh, a relatively stable price-cost horizon must be 

selected. In this case, the 1990-1994 period will be used to forecast the average 

profit contribution per KWh of energy. 

In time, prices as well as costs are bound to rise due to inflation. However, the 

percentage spread between them can be safely assumed to remain fairly 

constant through the study period. The main reason behind this assumption is 

supported by the existence of a regulatory framework known as the “Ley de 

Concesiones Electricas” (Legislative Decree No. 25844 - Electricity Concession 
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Law) under which the price of energy is set by a commission and is based on the 

projections of the marginal costs of producing electric power at different demand 

rates. This commission has the responsibility of keeping the spread constant (in 

real terms). 

A sound assumption regarding the growth of the contribution per KWh of billed 

energy is to assume that the 1990-1994 period (in which the above law was 

already in effect) can be considered typical of the pricing behavior regulated by 

the governing law. In forecasting the profit contribution margin, two models were 

considered: a linear model and an exponential model. Since both the price and 

the cost were forecasted using the same growth rates, we can assume that the 

percentage spread between them remained constant. Without losing generality, 

an average of the forecasted contribution margins can serve for constructing 

p(x). Figure 7 shows the ten year forecasts using both models. 
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Figure 7: Exponential and Linear Forecasts of Contribution Margins 
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If the profit margin projections are averaged for the 1990-2004 period, the linear 

model yields an average contribution margin of US$ 0.0062 per KWh. Likewise, 

the exponential model yields an average contribution margin of US$ 0.0068 per 

KWh. 

Now we note that this contribution margin is quoted on a per KWh basis. This is 

a measure of the contribution per unit of energy sold. However, this tells us very 

little about the marginal contribution for each unit of productive capacity ($/MW). 

Earlier it was noted that productive capacity was a measure of power available 

to produce energy. Over a one year period, after adjusting for guaranteed 

capacity and maximum demand fractions, the total contribution margin per KW 

can be calculated. In one year, there are 8,760 hours. The maximum demand 

historical percentage of installed capacity has been around 83% (see Table A1, 

Appendix A). Hence, only 7,271 hours of production occur at maximum demand 

(capacity) levels. A simple calculation yields the following results, as shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3: Annua! Contribution Margins as Calculated 
  

  

      

Linear Mode! Exponential Model 

$ 45,041 per MW $ 49,448 per MW 

installed installed 
  

According to Electrolima S.A. (Ley de Concesiones Electricas, 1993), the 

general shape of the forecasts should follow an “inflation-adjusted cost/price 
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spread” which is purely based on the growing market and the marginal costs 

related to generating and distributing energy. Their tariff plan (Electrolima, 

1994) considers average profit margins that fall between those of the linear 

model and the exponential model. Therefore, in practice we could assume that 

the average of the linear and the exponential models can be used for p(x), since 

this approaches their results. However, a quick check can be made by dividing 

the operating profit before taxes (from the financial statements) and dividing it by 

the known guaranteed capacity. This reveals that the profit contribution 

(averaged over the same 1990-1994 period) is slightly above the exponential 

projections. Hence, the exponential forecasts for profit contribution are used in 

the EIT model 

Finally, p(x) is required to be continuously increasing. So to calculate the profit 

contribution of z units cf productive capacity, the minimum between the 

proposed expansion size (z) and the demand for capacity (D(t)) at that point in 

time is taken (Higle and Corrado, 1992). The form of p(x) used in the EIT model 

is: 

p(z) = 49448- min{z, Dp} 

4.3. The Cost of Installation, K 

The cost of installing an electrical power generating station depends on the fuel 

source selected. There are three options when considering a generating plant: 

fossil fuel - thermal, hydro electric, and nuclear. As it might be expected the cost 
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of installing a technically similar facility increases in this same order. The choice 

of generating capacity falls te the geographical environment and the resources 

available for generating electric power. 

A river basin might be suitable for all-hydro power generation. Except for the 

inherent disadvantages of being at mercy of the weather (water levels are 

necessary for sustained energy production), hydro-plants are a very cost 

efficient way to produce electricity, although capital investment is high. 

Electrolima S.A. estimates that installing one KW of generating power can cost 

up to US$ 650, depending on the site (Silvestri, 1994). 

Nuclear power plants require massive capital investment, and there are high 

environmental costs related to it. Site clean-up at the disposal phase of the 

asset might also require a large capital investment. This technology is not 

available to Electrolima S.A.; it is not considered as a viable alternative to 

producing energy. 

Thermal power plants, based on gas or fossil fuel boilers produce the most 

expensive energy. Installation costs are considered low, but savings are easily 

offset by the high operating costs. This type of electric power generating facility 

has the advantage of being able to operate as long as a constant stream of fuel 

is supplied, and hence is not at the mercy of the weather. Disposal costs of the 

asset are marginal. Electrolima S.A. has estimated that installing one KW of 

thermal generating power can cost up to US$ 300 (Silvestri, 1994). 
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In 1993, hydraulic-plants comprised 74.4% of the installed generating capacity 

for the area serviced by Electrolima S.A., while thermal plants accounted for the 

other 25.6%. We assume that Electrolima S.A. wants to keep this mix of 

capacity, and hence a weighed average of the installation costs of the different 

power generating types is taken to calculate K. The cost of installing one KW of 

generating power under this conditions comes to US$ 560.40. Hence, one MW 

of installed power could cost around US$ 560,400. 

4.4 The discount rate, r 

The present worth evaluated by the EIT model is very sensitive to the interest 

rate r. Any investment considered by Electrolima S.A. will usually have to be 

discounted by the company’s after tax cost of capital. The committee for the 

privatization of Electrolima S.A. (IFC, 1994) estimates that in the future, the 

capital structure will be: 

70% debt at r, = 8.4% after tax yield, and 

30% equity at r.= 27.2% after tax return on equity. 

The cost of capital of Electrolima S.A. can be calculated by using a weighed 

average of the components that finance the capital of the company. This cost of 

capital stands at around 14%, and hence this is the discount rate used in the EIT 

model. 
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4.5 Implementation of the Model 

The complexity of the EIT model as described by Higle and Corrado (1992) 

makes it difficult to implement exactly as described. Although the equations 

proposed by the authors do stand theoretical tests (Higle, Bean and Smith, 

1990, 1992), they are difficult to interpret. Some changes were made to 

accommodate the model into a form that could be solved by a computer. The 

conceptual basis of the proposed model remains unchanged, although the 

mathematical methods used are variations of the methods proposed by Higle 

and Corrado (1992). 

D(t) is calculated from the transformation f(x). h(z) is the inverse of D(t), and is 

useful because the expected value of T(z) can be calculated with it. For D(t) 

based on transformation (1) (section 4.1), h(z) takes the following form: 

A(z) = Lif 2+ 1 
a Do 

Likewise, for D(t) based on transformation (2) (section 4.1), h(z) takes the 

following form: 

A(z) = -— of - 2 

The expected value of 7(z), E[T(z)] is calculated using the following relationship: 
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E[T(@)] = ~-h(2) 
UW 

The equivalent interest rate r*, necessary to calculate E/P(z)] must also be 

calculated. Notice that » and o are calculated from d(t), the Brownian motion 

process. The following equation is used (Higle, Bean and Smith, 1992): 

Finally, taking the expression for E/P(z)}, we notice that there are certain terms 

that need to be expanded such that the equation can be solved. We look at the 

term d(Efe"!(S)], which shows up twice in the equation. A form of this term that 

fits the equation for E/P(z)} must be developed. We notice that Higle, Bean and 

Smith (1990) proved that the following result could be used: 

EI e 7) =e? *E[T(z)| 

From this result, it follows that: 

dE| et @)) de"= [T(z)] 

dz” oe 
  

This result allows for the easy calculation of the derivatives used for the 

calculation of the expected value of P(z). For the exponential transformation 
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(eq. (1), section 4.1), the form of a(Efe’!(S)] used for the E/P(z)] equation is 

easily calculated: 

—-~] 

deMET@) =F * (= + ) ead 
Dy:a-p \Do 

For the capacitated transformation (eq.(2), section 4.1), the form of d(Efe™ T(S)] 

used for the E/P(z)] equation is: 

| 

de EIT@) — ar ( _ Z| OF 
D,-a-uU 

All the demand data analysis and the projections and forecasts were 

accomplished with Microsoft Excel 5.0. In general, any spreadsheet program 

could have been used for this analysis. 

All the mathematical modeling was solved using MathSoft Inc.’s Mathcad 4.0. 

The EIT model looks to maximize P(z), the incremental profit attributable to an 

expansion by z units, and it does this by netting the initial investment (K) and 

integrating the revenue atiributable to the expansion over the lifetime of the 

asset and discounting the cash flows accordingly. As it might be expected, 

optimal expansion time, denoted by f* is related to the expected profit maximum. 

The results obtained from the model can vary according to the point (in time) at 

which the results are acquired. For the purposes of this thesis, we select 1994 
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as the base year for future capital expansion decisions. The study period is 

defined from 1994 until the year 2000. In general, the model yields present 

worth values and it solves for the expected time (to installation) for these 

resulting values. Section 6 of this thesis analyzes the results. 
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5.0 The Control Experiment - The Newsboy Model 

This model has been previously described in section 2.2.3. Most of the capacity 

expansions (40 MW - 100 MW range) considered by Electrolima S.A. represent 

an addition of less than 10% to the existing installed capacity. Hence, the 

Newsboy model should serve as a good estimator for the validity of the results 

yielded by the EIT model. This conclusion is based on the findings of Lieberman 

(1989) regarding the flexibility of the models in dealing with different expansion 

sizes. All data used for the construction of the EIT model remains unchanged in 

the Newsboy model. Nevertheless, since the input requirements are slightly 

different the model will be explained further. 

The model assumes that the capacity to produce one additional unit of output 

costs the firm c. This can be calculated by looking at the proposed cost of a new 

facility (per unit), its lifetime and its productive capacity. For the EIT model it 

was assumed that the installation of cne MW of capacity would cost Electrolima 

S.A. an average of $ 560,406. Assuming that the average lifetime of this type of 

asset is around 30 years (denoted as /ife in the equations below and given in 

years), then the price per unit of capacity can be found using the equation 

described below. The result is in the correct units of dollars per megawatt- 

hours. 

ox 560400 

365 - 24 - utilization - life 
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The contribution x that the firm makes on every watt-hour of energy sold is taken 

to be the average profit per unit less the cost c. Data on this was readily 

available (see section 4.2), and in order to be consistent, an average over the 

1990-1994 period was used to forecast the future profit margin contribution into 

the year 2000 (in line with the regulations provided by the Ley de Concesiones 

Electricas, 1993). This average profit contribution was calculated to be 0.55 ¢ 

per KWh. The equation used to calculate x (pi) has the following form and is 

given in dollars per megawatt-hours: 

n= 0.55-1000 560400 

100 365 - 24 - utilization - life 
  

The last required input is a probability density function, f(Q), dependent on Q, 

the actual observed demand. Assuming that each observation of actual demand 

is randomly distributed, the normal distribution, and its associated density 

function are used. This choice has the added advantage of following the 

Newsboy model as described by Lieberman (1989). Hence, in looking at the 

model, the total cost equation C(K) (section 2.2.3) can be solved for, and the 

value of K’ that minimizes cost (and optimizes utilization level) can also be 

determined. The equations described in section 2.2.3 are all applicable without 

changes, and were all solved using MathSoft’s Mathcad 4.0. Notation used in 

developing this model ts: 

f(Q) the probability density function that characterizes the demand. In 

this case, the normal probability density function is used. 

Q the observed actual annual demand 
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K« 

C(kK) 

G(k) 

EfU(K)] 

the level at which a firm wishes to operate. For modeling 

purposes K was defined as the sum of Q and z, the proposed 

capacity expansion size 

the contribution (in US$) that a firm makes on each unit sold 

the cost of capacity needed to produce an additional unit of 

output 

the optimal level of capacity 

the expected total cost 

the probability cf operating at full capacity. An special case is 

given by G(K’), when this equals the theoretical probability of c/x 

the expected utilization of the installed capacity 
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6.0 Results 

Several runs were needed to compile the following tables of results. The EIT 

model had only one changing variable, the size of the proposed expansion (2). 

For each level of a proposed expansion, the Newsboy model was run in order to 

check the utilization level at that proposed expansion level. Notice that the EIT 

model proposes an optimal expansion time for each different expansion size, 

and hence the Newsboy model had to be adjusted for that time difference. 

The adjustments needed for such cases involved changing the actual observed 

demand (at the expansion time, which is a forecast), and the desired capacity 

level at which the firm wishes to operate. 

Finally, we observe the behavior of the EIT model given that we use different 

expressions to describe the characteristic demand for capacity function. 

6.1. Results - EIT model 

The case of Electrolima S.A. has been modeled under the assumptions 

described above and several feasible capacity expansion sizes (z). Table 4 

presents the results obtained under the demand modeling described by equation 

(1) in section 4.1. Table 5 shows the results obtained for the same assumptions 

but under the demand capacity as modeled by equation 2 in section 4.1. These 

tables summarize the results, and only show the values relevant for the analysis. 
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The results will be compared and conclusions will be drawn from them. The 

complete listings of the results for both transformations are listed in Appendix B. 

Table 4: EIT Model Results using Exponential Demand for Capacity 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Expansion Cost of T(z) E[T(z)] E[P(z)] 
considered proposed 
(z, in MW) expansion 

40 22,416,000 0 0.96 -11,120,115 
50 28,020,006 0 1.11 -15,815,308 
60 33,624,000 3 1.25 -16,856,252 
70 39,228,000 3 1.36 -21,358,485 
80 44,832,000 4 1.47 -21,568,874 
90 50,436,000 4 1.57 -25,921,910 
100 56,040,000 4 1.66 -30,223,557 
  

Table 5: EIT Model Results using Capacitated Demand for Capacity 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Expansion Cost of T(z) E[T(z)] E[P(z)] 

considered proposed 

(z, in MW) expansion 

40 22,416,000 0 1.13 -7,097,360 
50 28,020,000 4 1.42 -5,681 ,841 

60 33,624,000 5 1.70 -7,107,970 
70 39,228,000 6 1.98 -8,417,288 
80 44,832,000 - 2.27 - 
90 50,436,000 - 2.55 - 
100 56,040,000 - 2.83 - 

The fields in Table 5 marked with “-” represent capacity expansion sizes 

unjustifiable in the study period since they are always larger than the existing 

demand for capacity. 
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The results obtained for E[T (z)] are directly obtained from the demand analysis. 

This results are then used to obtain EfP(z)]. However, the present worth (P(z)) 

of any combination of capacity expansion (z) and installation time (7(z)) are not 

necessarily correspondent to the expected value of the expansion’s present 

worth (P(z)). Also, note that in Table 5, only expansions up to 80 MW are 

considered. This is due to the explosive nature of the demand process as 

described by the transformation f(x) used. For a complete listing of the results, 

see Appendix B. 

6.2 Analysis of the EIT model results 

The EIT model was run under two completely different stochastic demand 

process transformations. The characteristics of the demand process described 

by equation (1) (section 4.1) were based on pure exponential growth, and this 

made it extremely volatile in the model’s forecast of demand for capacity D(t). 

However, it was easier to model since we assumed that at f=0 (1994), capacity 

was already exhausted, and in fact demand for capacity already bordered 30 

MW. The demand process described by equation (2) (section 4.1) was based 

on capacitated exponential growth, and hence its forecast of demand for 

Capacity proved to be less explosive. 

Results from Table 4 and Table 5 should be read as follows. For example, given 

a proposed expansion of 40 MW, the optimum investment time is at time 0 

(now), and the related expected investment time (E/7(z)J) and expected present 
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worth of the opportunity (E/P(z)/) are 1.13 time periods (years) and $ -7,097,360 

respectively. 

The results for the exponential transformation (Table 4) of the stochastic 

demand for capacity show that for every proposed capacity expansion (z), the 

expected present worth was negative. There are two reasons for this. First, 

expansion size at all points lagged the demand for capacity. Hence, the model 

accounted for the capacity lag as a failure to meet the demand for capacity, and 

the revenue resulting from the proposed expansion became a decreasing 

function as time progressed. Likewise, notice that expected value of the profits 

(E[P(z)]) for the exponential EiT mode! were consistently less than those results 

from the capacitated EIT model. 

Under the capacitated exponentiai transformation, for capacity expansions 

greater than 70 MW, the E!T model found that no optimum investment time could 

exist. Table 5 shows these results. Since the demand for capacity never 

exceeded the proposed capacity expansion size, the model assumes that such 

an expansion is not justified i.e. the demand cannot justify the expansion. It is 

also worth noting that the expected value of the present worth of the proposed 

expansions are all positive. In this case, the demand for capacity is at all times 

approximately equal to the proposed expansion sizes, and this kept the net 

income function (o(z)) continuously increasing in the domain marked by the 

proposed capacity expansion size (z) and the demand for capacity level in all 

time periods. 
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6.3. Results - Newsboy Model 

The Newsboy model was run using the results from the EIT model as inputs. Q, 

the annual observed demand, and K, the chosen operating capacity level are 

adjusted as z and T(z) vary in the EIT model. Results are shown for both 

demand equations. We note that the theoretical probability of operating at full 

capacity is given by c/x (Lieberman, 1989), and for Electrolima S.A. a simple 

calculation (see Appendix B) yields a probability of 0.877. Furthermore, we also 

note that this theoretical probability can be achieved by adjusting capacity to an 

optimum level K’. G(K’) gives this result. Table 6 and Table 7 show the results. 

Table 6: Newsboy model results from Table 4 inputs 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

z T(z) Q K C(K) K’ G(K’) | E[U(K)] 
(MW (MW (MW) (US$) (MW) 
40 0 1170 1210 1,815,346 | 1189.3 | 0.876 0.830 
50 0 1170 1220 1,841,147 | 1189.3 | 0.876 0.824 
60 3 1202 1262 1,968,162 | 1270.05} 0.876 0.827 
70 3 1202 1272 1,995,406 | 1270.05| 0.876 0.820 

80 4 1226 1306 | 2,092,959 | 1295.2 | 0.878 0.808 

90 4 1226 1316 | 2,120,062 | 1295.2 | 0.878 0.802 

100 4 1226 1326 | 2,147,168 | 1295.2 | 0.878 0.796 

Table 7: Newsboy model results from Table 5 inputs 

z T(z) Q K C(K) K’ G(K’) | E[U(K)] 
(MW) (MW) (MW) (US$) (MW) 

40 0 1170 1210 1,815,346 | 1189.3 | 0.876 0.830 
50 4 1226 1276 2,011,686 | 1295.2 | 0.876 0.827 
60 5 1257 1317 2,129,135 | 1323.1 0.878 0.811 

70 6 1296 1366 | 2,271,058 | 1355.5 | 0.877 0.792 

80 - - - - - - - 
90 - - - - - - - 

100 - - - - - - -               
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6.4 Analysis of the Newsboy model results 

The theoretical probability of operating at full capacity for Electrolima S.A. is 

about 0.877 (see section 6.3). Historically Electrolima S.A. has been operating 

at an average of 83% of capacity (see section 4.2). This is the stick against 

which all the results derived from the EIT model will be measured. 

Table 6 and Table 7 show the results given by the Newsboy model. Each entry 

shows the required inputs (the observed annual demand, Q, and the selected 

capacity level, K) of the Newsboy model (given by Table 4 and Table 5, 

respectively). We should note that the capacity level K, at which a firm is willing 

to operate is determined in our model by adding the observed annual demand 

and the proposed capacity expansion size. The observed annual demand is 

directly taken from 7(z). For example, if 7(z) is equal to 3, then the observed 

annual demand is taken from our forecasted demand for the year 1997 

(199443). 

The total cost (C(K)) incurred by operating at a designated capacity level 

(accounting for capital investments) is also shown. For each entry, the optimal 

capacity level K’ is calculated. In theory, the probability of operating at full 

Capacity is achievable, and K’ denotes the capacity size that would make it 

possible to achieve. Likewise, the expected utilization at level K (E{U(k)]) has 

been caiculated and is shown on both Table 6 and Table 7. 
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The expected utilization rates (E/U(K)]) and the size of the proposed capacity 

expansion are inversely related. As K increases, E{/U(K)] decreases. This is an 

obvious result, and it is an important validation of the Newsboy model. 

The results shown by Table 6 and Table 7 indicate that expected utilization rates 

are very close to the histcrical utilization rate. Furthermore, K’ (the optimal 

capacity level) is always ciose to the proposed capacity level K. It is also 

important to note that the total cost of the proposed expansions is always 

positive. 

6.5 Discussion of the results 

Both the Newsboy model and the EIT model have been applied to data from 

Electrolima S.A. Both models shared cost, profit, capacity and demand data. 

Identical forecasts of demand were usec in both models. Absolutely no 

differences in the raw data used to build these models exist. 

The methodology used to validate the results of the EIT model is simple. We 

look at the results it yields, and we enter them into the Newsboy model. We 

assume that if the Newsbov model yields utilization rates close to the historical 

utilization rates, then the data entered into it must be accountable for these 

results. Such is the case with the results at hand. The EIT model yielded 

optimum investment times that caused the utilization rates to remain at historical 

levels. 
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Looking further into the results, C(K) and E/P(z)] also show signs that the 

investments are worth undertaking. In the case of the EIT model, the present 

worth of the expansion alternatives related to the optimal investment time 

depended on the transformation used to describe the stochastic demand 

process. The capacitated demand model (equation (2) in section 4.1) was more 

conservative in its forecasts of demand for capacity, and hence present worth 

figures were always less negative. The advantage of C(K) for looking into the 

opportunity forgone if an expansion does not take place becomes important in 

validating the EIT model. This is because it demonstrates that indeed the 

optimum investment time calculated by the EIT model yields a positive value for 

C(K), all costs and scenarios considered. This conclusively shows that at the 

optimum investment time, the revenues resulting from undertaking an expansion 

are greater that its costs. 

In looking at the results listed in Appendix B more closely, it can be noted that 

another alternative is available. If the present worth of the proposed expansions 

can never be negative, the decision to expand capacity can be delayed until 

such time that the expected present worth becomes positive. This is the case 

when optimal investment time is ignored. For example, looking at the results 

from the EIT model described using the exponential transformation for demand 

for capacity (Appendix B) this alternative becomes visible. For a proposed 

expansion of 40 MW, E[P(z)] is positive in periods 5 and 6 (years 1999, and 

2000 respectively). But if the expansion was delayed until 1999, then the 

demand for capacity (D(t)) would already exceed 142 MW. Of course, the lack 

of expansion would generate lack of service (in the period between 1994 and 
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1999), and this could end up costing the firm more in lost revenue and goodwill 

than if it had undertaken the proposed expansion. Therefore, undertaking 

expansions with negative present worth remains a better alternative than 

ignoring the optimum economic investment time on any decision cycle. 
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7.0 Conclusions 

The Economic Investment Time model is a valid model for evaluating capacity 

expansions. Optimal investment time is directly related to the stochastic demand 

for capacity process. Such a process can be described by using several 

different transformation equations, and ultimately the model is able to look at the 

present worth of the alternatives and maximize the outcome by calculating an 

optimum investment time. 

The validation of the EIT model is based on the assumption that the historical 

utilization rate for installed capacity is independent of the stochastic demand 

process. Hence, the optimum investment times determined by the EIT model 

can be validated using the utilization rates that the Newsboy model calculates 

based on the observed annual demand (at the optimal investment time). From 

Table 6 and Table 7, it can be observed that in general, the utilization rates 

resulting from the proposed investment times generated by the EIT model were 

remarkably close to the historical average. 

The EIT model is extremely sensitive to the choice of transformation used to 

determine the demand for capacity, D(t), as shown in Table 2. The Brownian 

motion process used to describe the demand process is extremely well adapted 

for this type of problems, since it is able to capture the trend of the demand 

process. However, the whole transformation process should be able to capture 

other information regarding the demand process besides trend. Cyclical 

demand processes and decreasing demand processes are not considered. 
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As for the company analyzed, several conclusions can be drawn. The EIT 

model seems to work better and yield better results for marginal increases of 

capacity. This, however, is consequence of the stochastic demand process 

transformations. Table G and Table 7 conclusively show that for each 

investment time recommended by the EIT model, the Newsboy model had a 

recommended capacity size that would approximate the probability of the firm 

operating at full capacity. All the results indicate that it is actually better to 

expand through small additions to existing capacity. The Newsboy model results 

support this idea, since they conclusively show that as expansion size increases, 

the utilization decreases (Table 6 and Table 7). This strategy leads to sustained 

utilization rates, which mignt be cesirable in firms were investment in capacity is 

expensive. In the case of an electric power utility such as Electrolima S.A., 

correctly timing expansions can be critical to the overall operation of the firm. 

Using the optimum investment time, the risks associated with undergoing an 

expansion can be minimized since for any considered expansion size, loses 

resulting from poor timing can be minimized. Again, this idea is supported by the 

EIT model results found in Table 4 and Table 5. For expansions taking place at 

times other than the optimum investment times, the expected profit contribution 

(E[P(z)]) was not maximized. 

From an outsider perspective, the EIT model describes a relationship whereby 

idle capacity can be minimized. Since investments are optimally timed, then 

utilization rates can be established and maintained at a level selected by the 

firm. This is the result from the iterative approach of taking the results of the EIT 

model and using them in the Newsboy model. In looking and understanding its 
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demand for capacity, a firm is looking at a measure of its ability to accommodate 

product demand, and therefore its ability to remain in business and ultimately 

achieve its goal of increasing its value. Furthermore, by employing a two model 

approach, a firm can insure that an optimum balance between expansion size 

and expansion timing is achieved. 

The capability of the EIT model for accurately predicting optimum expansion 

times is a unique feature not found in any other model. However, the most 

powerful contribution is to recognize that given an optimal investment time, there 

is an associated expansicn size that accommodates the underlying stochastic 

demand process. Other factors may enter the decision making process. 

Service quality (given as the percentage of demand serviced) or rationalization 

efforts may also be modeled through the correct manipulation of the modeled 

expansion size. 

The EIT model is a powerful tool by itself, but its results improve decision 

making when used in conjunction with the Newsboy model. An improved 

decision taking into account the timing, as well as the investment size (in terms 

of capacity) is the result of considering both these dimensions in the capacity 

planning problem. 
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8.0 Recommendations for Further Study 

All the work done in this thesis has been the product of the development of the 

EIT model and research of Stochastic Demand Process made by Higle, Corrado, 

Bean and Smith as listed in section 10. There are several opportunities for 

improvement, as noted below. 

The most fruitful areas of improvement are in solving for the Stochastic Demand 

Process Transformations. The solution of alpha (a), the exponential and 

capacitated growth parameter relies upon an assumption made (page 33). A 

methodology for determining a more accurately has to be developed. 

Another area for improvement is in the construction of demand for capacity. 

Currently, the demand for capacity does not contemplate cases in which the 

historical demand data is not continuously increasing. This potentially limits the 

applications of the EIT model. 

The results can also be improved by studying the order in which the models are 

applied to the data. The approach taken in this study has been to use the 

optimum expansion times (resulting from the EIT model) and then entering them 

into the Newsboy model. An alternative approach would be to reverse this 

procedure and then see which approach yields better results. Additionally, other 

models could be used in conjunction with the EIT model. 
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9.0 Electrolima S.A. 

The Empresa de Electricidad de Lima $.A., Electrolima, came into being in 1970 

after Empresas Electricas Asociadas came into the control of the Peruvian 

government through the massive nationalization process held by the military 

junta that governed Peru in the 1968-1980 period. During its existence, either 

as the privately owned “Empresas Electricas Asociadas S.A.” or the State owned 

“Electrolima S.A.”, this company has been in charge of generating and 

distributing electrical power to the region of Lima. 

During its turbulent existence as Electrolima S.A., the company has had to deal 

with problems ranging from terrorist attacks on its installations, to supreme court 

rulings on tariffs and service taxes. The civilian governments under which it has 

served have seen it as a useful tool fer applying popular policies (“no-cost 

electrical power to the indigent’) and as a cash box for collecting taxes through 

the billing process. Both practices brought the company to virtual collapse in the 

early 1990’s. Since then, under the current government’s privatization policies, 

Electrolima S.A. has been divided into three different Economic Business Units. 

Edelsur (Empresa de Distribucion Electrica de Lima Sur), Edelnor (Empresa de 

Distribucion Electrica de Lima Norte), both in charge of the distribution and sale 

of electrical power, and Edelge! (Empresa de Generacicn Electrica de Lima), in 

charge of generating electrical power. 

All three EBUs were put up for sale to international investors, after a period of 

re-organization in which all three units posted profits for the first time in the 
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combined existence of Electrolima S.A. Edelsur and Edelnor where bought by 

two different investor groups led primarily by Chilean and Canadian companies 

in July 1994. Edelgel is expected to follow in the first quarter of 1995. 

It is currently estimated that Electrolima S.A. serves 10 million customers 

throughout the metropolitan area, where demand growth is expected to average 

6% for the next 15 years. 
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ECONOMIC INVESTMENT TIME MODEL 
APPLIED TO THE ELECTROLIMA CONSUMER DEMAND DATA: 
EXPONENTIAL DEMAND FOR CAPACITY 

NOTATION USED: 

guarancapa = guaranteed capacity (in MW) 

cmaxdem = consumer maximum demand (in MW) 

z = the proposed capacity expansion size (in MVV) 

r =the annual interest rate 

r_equiv = the equivalent annual interest rate, r* (see section 4.5) 

p(z) = the continuos incresing function representing net income associated with the 

addition of z units of capacity. 
K =the cost of installation in US$ (see section 4.3) 

Di = demand for capacity (D(t)) in period t (see section 4.1) 

T(Z) = first passage of time associated with D(t) (see section 4.1) 

P(z) = the incremental profit attributable or an expansion by z units a time T(z) 

ExpVal_T(z) = the expected value of T(z), E[T(z)] (see section 4.1) 

ExpVal_P(z) = the expected value of P(z), E[P(z)] (see section 4.5) 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
  

      

    

  
  

    

  
  

    

    

  
  

      

i:= 0..16 Set counter 

t = i+ 1984 Sets yearly counter . cmaxdem, := 

i 

1984 839 

mean(cmaxdem) = 1081.55 1985 865 

stdev(cmaxdem) = 131.17 1986 990 
1987 1010 

var(cmaxdem) = 17206.4 1988 1039 

1989 997 

Data needed for demand forecasts 1990 967 
Linear model is used: 1991 1048 

1992 1046 

m := slope(t, cmaxdem) 1993 1121 

b := intercept(t , cmaxdem ) 1994 1170 
1995 1166.78 

m = 25.97 1996 1186.54 

b = -50650.69 1997 1201.75 

1998 1225.74 

Brownian Motion Process: 1999} = [1257.25 
i- 1.16 2000 1296.29             

movement, = 0 

movement, = if (emaxdem,> cmaxdem, | 1 1,- 1) 

b. 

d= d._, + movement, 

= mean(d) = 3.53 

0 ‘= stdev(d) o=2 
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Definition of constants: 

Dzero := 30 a ‘= 0.25 r:= 0.14 

Demand for capacity 

transformation: 

(eo _4) D. ‘= Dzero-\e — 1 

2 5 2 

r_equiv := () -| (14+ 2-6 =| — 1 r_equiv = 0.137 
5 y 

h(z) := (7). [ze meee h(z) is the inverse of function D(t)=fld(t)] 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

a Dzero 

ExpVal_T(z) := 1 h(z) Expected Value of T(z), E[T(2)]: 
vy 

i := 0..16 

i t cmaxdem. movement, d. D, 

0 1984 839 0 0 0 
1 | 1985 865 4 | 4 8.52 
2 1986 950 4 | | 19.46 
3 | 1987 1010 4 | 3, 33.51 
4 | 1988 1039 4 | 4] 51.55 
S 1989 997 4 3 33.51 
6 | [1990 967 - 4] 2| 19.46 
7 | 1991 1048 1 3 33.51 
is | [1992] [1046 - 4] 2 19.46 
9 1993 1121 4 | 3 33.51 
40] 1994 1170 4 | | 51.55 
44 1995 1166.78 4 3 33.51 
12 1996 1186.54 1 4 51.55 
1431 [1997 1201.75 r4 5 74.71 
14] 1998 1225.74 cn 6 104.45 
'45| {1999 1257.25 4 7| 142.64 
16| [2000 1296.29 4 | 3 191.67                               
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EIT Model: 

z = 40,50..100 Capacity expansion sizes considered (in MV) 

K(z) := 560400-z Cost of installation (in US$) 

t:- 10.16 Definition of study period (and decision horizon) 

T(z) := if(D, >z,t, 10) — 10 First passage of time associated with D(f) in time units 

p(z) := if (D, 2Z,Z, D,)-49448 Net Income resulting from the satisfaction of z units (in $) 

40 
P(z) := -K(z)-e 11) + | p(z)-e" dt 

T(z) 

10000 . 
_Tequiv 4 

. op 
ExpVal_P(z) := -K(z)-e eau Expvaltiz) 1 p(z)-{- =a (eo + 7 dz 

r Dzero-p-a/ \Dzero 
Zz 
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33.51 |/50 ||1.11 28020000 

91.55 |/60 |/1.25 33624000 

74.71 {170 ||1.36 39228000 
104.45]|80 || 1.47 44832000 

142.64||90 ||1.57 90436000 

191.67)| 100) | 1.66 96040000                       
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1977920] | - 8340243 -11120114.62 

1657003} |- 10624035; | - 14077320.2 

1977920; | -6316179 -11120114.62 

1977920) | -5497847 - 7571584.75 

1977920] | - 4786424 -~3354464.4 

1977920] | - 4167942 1645608.34 

1977920} | - 3630260 7556159.79 

2472400) |- 10425304] |-15815307.88 

1657003} |- 16228035] | - 18699504.9 

2472400) | - 7895224 - 15815307.88 

2472400| | -6872309 - 12265656.49 

2472400| | - 5983030 - 8042792.39 

2472400) | - 5209928 - 3046791.89 

2472400) | - 4537825 2861819.85 

2548968] |-15484412) |-20385224.97 

1657003) |-21832035| |-23172986.58 

2548968| |- 15484412) |-20385224.97 

2966880| | - 8246771 - 16856251.92 

2966880) | - 7179636 - 12639413.77 

2966880; | - 6251914 -7637613.1 

2966880| | - 5445390 - 1729638.65 

2548968| |-21088412| |-24822969.57 

1657003] |-27436035| |-27523576.98 

2548968] |-21088412| |-24822969.57 

3461360] | - 9621233 -21358485.02 

3461360; | - 8376242 -17141381.72 

3461360] | - 7293899 - 12139843.79 

3461360) | - 6352955 - 6230173.56 

2548968] |-26692412| |-29147223.97 

1657003] |-33040035| |-31770211.77 

2548968] |-26692412| |-29147223.97 

3694274| |-18541904| |-25779240.97 

3955840] | - 9572848 -21568874.34 

3955840] | - 8335885 - 16564782.58 

3955840! | - 7260520 - 10654834.9 

2548968| |- 32296412} |-33374164.34 

1657003} |-38644035] |-35927283.86 

2548968] |-32296412| |-33374164.34 

3694274] |-24145904/ |-30095893.98 

4450320) |-10769454| |-25921910.23 

4450320| | - 9377870 - 20920738.37 

4450320| | - 8168086 - 15012702.3 

2548968| |-37900412| |-37516339.87 

1657003) |-44248035| |-40006015.26 

2548968| |-37900412| |-37516339.87 

3694274| |-29749904) |-34319533.39 

4944800] |-11966060| |- 30223557.17 

4944800| |- 10419856) |-25216070.75 

4944800] | - 9075651 - 19305697.76           

~
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ECONOMIC INVESTMENT TIME MODEL 
APPLIED TO THE ELECTROLIMA CONSUMER DEMAND DATA: 
CAPACITATED DEMAND FOR CAPACITY 

NOTATION USED: 

guarancapa = guaranteed capacity (in MW) 

cmaxdem = consumer maximum demand (in MW) 

z = the proposed capacity expansion size (in MW) 

r =the annual interest rate 

r_equiv = the equivalent annual interest rate, r* (see section 4.5) 

p(z) = the continuos incresing function representing net income associated with the 

addition of z units of capacity. 

K =the cost of installation in US$ (see section 4.3) 
Di = demand for capacity (D(®) in period t (see section 4.1) 

T(Z) = first passage of time associated with D(t) (see section 4.1) 

P(z) = the incremental profit attributable or an expansion by z units a time T(z) 

ExpVal_T(z) = the expected value of T(z), E[T(z)] (see section 4.1) 

ExpVal_P(z) = the expected value of P(z), E[P(z)] (see section 4.5) 

  

  

  

  
  

  
  

  
  

    

    

  
  

    
  

  
  

    

    

    

    

  
  

    

    
            

i := 0..16 Set counter 

t = i+ 1984 Sets yearly counter , cmaxdem, := 

i 

1984 839 

mean(cmaxdem) = 1081.55 1985 865 

stdev( cmaxdem) = 131.17 1986 950 
1987 1010 

var(cmaxdem ) = 17206.4 1988 1039 

1989 997 

Data needed for demand forecasts 1990 967 

Linear model is used: 1991 1048 
1992 1046 

m := slope(t, cmaxdem) 4993 1121 

b := intercept(t ,cmaxdem ) 1994 1170 
4995 1166.78 

m = 25.97 4996 1186.54 

b = -50650.69 1997 1201.75 

1998 1225.74 

1999 1257.25 
Brownian Motion Process: 5000 1296.29 

i:= 1..16 

movement, ‘= 0 

movement, := if (cmaxdem,> cmaxdem, ,,1,-1) 

d; ‘= d, + movement, 

‘= mean(d) ph = 3.53 

o ‘= stdev(d) o=2 
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Definition of constants: 

Dmax := 200000 a := 0.00005 r:= 0.14 

Demand for capacity 

  

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

                                  

transformation: 

-Q 

D, := pmax: (1 -e “) 

2 o\? 
r_equiv := (2) -| (14 2-7 °) - 1 r_equiv = 0.137 

5 L 

h(z) :=- 4 In (1 __*4 h(z) is the inverse of function D()=f[d(b)] 
a Dmax 

ExpVal_T(z) ‘= 1 h(z) Expected Value of T(z), E[T(2)]: 
vy 

i:= 0..16 

i t cmaxdem, movement. d; D. 

lo] [1984] [839 oF lo 0 
1 1985 865 1 1 10 

2 1986 950 1 | 2 20 

3 | 1987 1010 1 3 30 

4 | 1988 1039 1 | 4) 40 

S| 1989 997 - 1] 3 30 

6 | 1990 967 - 1 2 20 

7 | 1991 1048 1 | EJ 30 

8 | 1992 1046 - 1 2 20 

9 1993} [1121 4 3| 30 
10) 1994 1170 | 1 4 40 

11 1995 1166.78 - 1 3 30 

12 1996 1186.54 1 | 4) 40 

13) 1997 1201.75 1 | 5) 49.99 

14) 1998 1225.74 1 kd 59.99 

15) 1999 1257.25 1 | 7 69.99 

16 2000 1296.29 1 8 79.98   

19



EIT Model: 

z = 40,50..100 Capacity expansion sizes considered (in MW) 

K(z) := 560400.z Cost of installation (in US$) 

t:= 10.16 Definition of study period (and decision horizon) 

T(z) <= if(D, >z,t, 10) -~ 10 First passage of time associated with D(}) in time units 

p(z) := if(D, >Z,Z, D,)-49448 Net Income resulting from the satisfaction of z units (in $) 

  

40 
P(z) := -K(z)-e°'™@) 4 | p(z)-e"' dt 

T(z) 

10000 . 
equiv, 

. , OH 
ExpVal_P(z) = -K(z)-e ou Eevaltiz) 1. p(z)-[- Rea). __4 dz 

r Dmax: pa Dmax 
z 
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D, z ExpVal_T(z) K(z) 

40 40 ||1.13 22416000 

30 50 ||1.42 28020000 

40 60 || 1.7 33624000 

49.99] |70 ||1.98 39228000 

59.99} |80 ||/2.27 44832000 

69.99] |90 |/2.55 50436000 

79.98} |100}/2.83 56040000                     

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

T(z) p(z) P(z) ExpVal_P(z) 

0 1977722| |-8341651 | | - 7097359.87 
0 1483329| |-11859974| |-10120914.07 
‘| 1977722| |-8341651 | | -7097359.87 
3 1977920| |-5497847| |-4131899.68 
4] 1977920| |-4786424 | | -1279603.62 
GB 1977920| | -4167942 1464187.16 
6| 1977920| | - 3630260 4103431.31 
0] 1977722| |-13945651| |-11442558.97 
10] +=: [1483329] |- 17463974] |- 14350990.99 
0 1977722| |-13945651| |-11442558.97 

10 2472091| |-10427503| | - 8534272.38 
4 2472400] |-5983030| | -5681840.82 
5} [2472400] |-5209928 | | -2938261.77 
6] [2472400] | - 4537825 ~299044.68 
0] 1977722| |-19549651 - 15446551 
0] 1483329| [23067974] [-18244238.69 

ld) 1977722| |- 19549651 - 15446551 
'o| =: [2472091] |- 16031503] |- 12649003.19 
0] 2966435| |-12513532| |-9851595.26 
5 2966880| |-6251914| | -7107969.06 
6] [2966880] |-5445390| | - 4468878.02 
0 1977722| |-25153651| |-19128995.92 
| 1483329] |-28671974| |-21820150.86 

'o| 1977722| |-25153651| |-19128995.92 
Oo] ©=s-: [2472091] |-21635503| |- 16437975.52 
lo] ~=s-: [2966435| |-18117532| |-13747089.68 
fol ~=s: 3460754] |- 14599736] |- 11056338.37 
f6| [3461360] |-6352955 | |-8417287.64 
ty 1977722| |-30757651| |-22508553.07 
‘| 1483329| |-34275974| | -25097226.9 
‘| 1977722| |-30757651| |-22508553.07 
lol =: [2472091| |-27239503] |- 19920008.68 
[0] © [2966435] [-23721532] |- 17331593.71 
0 3460754| |-20203736] |- 14743308.16 

fo] +=: | 3955049) |- 16686116] |- 12155152.01 
0 1977722| |-36361651| |-25602928.81 
| 1483329| |-39879974| |-28093019.23 

ro 1977722| |-36361651| |-25602928.81 
lo] += [2472094] |-32843503] |[-23112962.89 
0 2966435| |-29325532| |-20623121.47 

(o| ©: [3460754] [-25807736] |- 1813340453 
0 3955049] |-22290116| |- 15643812.08 

lo 1977722| |-41965651| |-28428921.86 
'O 1483329| |-45483974| |-30824178.54 
‘0 1977722| |-41965651| |-28428921.86 
lol ~=—s- [2472091] |-38447503] |-26033784.95 
lo] ~=«-: [2966435| |-34929532| |-23638767.78 
‘ol «=: [3460754| |-31411736| |-21243870.37 
lol +=: [3955049] |-27894116] |-18849092.69                 

©
 
=
 

 



NEWSBOY CAPACITY EXPANSION MODEL 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

Nofation is given in section 5.0. i:= 0..10 

t = 1+ 1984 

Definition of constants: MD. : IC, := 

r:= 0.14 life :-= 30 1 839 1095.96 

1 865 1115.76 

Definition of c and pi: 1 950 | | 1155.87 
1987| |1010| |11661.41 

_ 560400 1 1039) | 1216.66 

~ 365-24-0.83-life = 1 997|| [1181.97 
eres mn 1 967 | | 1171.97 

0.55 560400 1991} |1048; | 1202.11 
= ——-1000 — ———_ = 2.931 /MW.h , 

e400 365.24-0.83.life ” 1 1046) | 1202.61 
1 1121| | 1402.61 

Inputs from the EIT model: 1 1170) | 1402.61           
Q:= 1170 Actual observed demand. 

K := 1210 Capacity level at which firm chooses to operate. 

Construction of f(Q): 

o ‘= stdev(MD) o = 93.944 Standard deviation of maximum demand 

1. ‘= mean(MD) nh = 1004.727 Mean of maximum demand 

Normalization of maximum demand data   Cnorm(Q,p,5) ‘= enorm| © — 7 
Go 

f(Q) := 1 - Cnorm(Q, 1,9) Definition of probability function for Q 

Cost of adding capacity up to level K: 

K 10000 

C(K) -= | c-(K - Q)-f(Q) ca | (p- c)-(Q - K)-f(Q) dQ 

0 K 

C(K) = 1815345.779 Resulting cost from an addition of (K-Q) units of capacity 

© =0.877 Probability of achieving 100% utilization 
p 

10000 K_min := 1190 Cc ity that its 100% utilizati G(K_min) := | f(Q) dQ _min := apacity that permi 6 utilization 

K_min G(K_min) = 0.859 

Calculation of expected utilization, E[U(K)]: 

o(r) := | (x - 1)-f(x) dx 

  Exp_U(K) = 0.83 
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